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Kate Drajneanu
Supply Chain
Consultant

With over 7 years in logistics and supply
chain space, Kate has been successfully
delivering on projects with unique
challenges.
As part of the Supply Chain &
Manufacturing Software Team, she has
completed 17 projects in 2021 alone,
across the US, UK & EMEA, with a broad
range of roles within sales, presales,
professional services and C-level
departments. Kate is currently
undertaking projects across a range of
supply chain technology solutions such
as WMS, OMS, TMS, Customs, RFID,
Robotics and EDI.

Kate.drajneanu@gillespiemanners.com
+44 (0) 1442 200 073
www.linkedin.com/in/kate-drajneanu

www.gillespiemanners.com

RETAINED SEARCH | UK

The client: A global technology
company unifying AI-driven software and
mobile robotics to modernize order
fulfillment and optimise warehouse
operations in real time.
The challenge: The client required 3
Sales Executives at a time during which
the market was incredibly active and
candidate-led.
The solution: Kate was able to effectively
communicate the clients company
mission, values and strategy in an
attractive way, securing a strong list of
qualified candidates. All three roles were
successfully placed on time and within
budget.

The client: A global supplier of logistics
IT solutions, headquartered in the US.
The challenge: The client sought a
Project Management Office Director, an
entirely new role for their business which
presented challenges for them internally.

UNITING TALENT AND INDUSTRY
Gillespie Manners search and selection
drives businesses forward by carefully
selecting the right talent for the right
roles. We conduct retained Executive
Search, Extended Multiple Hire Search
Programmes and Market Incubation
Consulting in the UK, North & South

The solution: Kate took a consultative
approach to the clients resourcing
requirements, drawing upon her
experience with similar positions to
advise on candidate expertise and
remuneration. An experienced candidate
was sourced and hired to set up their
PMO department and run it selfsufficiently and in an entrepreneurial
manner.

America, EMEA and APAC.

RETAINED SEARCH | EMEA
The client: A multinational technology organisation headquartered in Canada,
specialising in logistics software, supply chain management and cloud-based services.
The challenge: The client engaged with us to support their search for a European
Sales Director. The position required candidates with strong 'hunter' profiles,
leadership traits and niche solution experience. With a small market and restricted
location, the search posed a challenge.
The solution: Despite challenging circumstances, Kate was able to keep her search on
track, ultimately delivering a highly qualified candidate from a consultancy
background.

ANIS HADJ TAIEB - SVP GLOBAL SALES AT DEMANDTEC
Kate recently supported me with a multiple-hire project in N.
America. She and the Gillespie Manners team demonstrated an
excellent understanding of my requirements and company
culture. Kate looked beyond the surface, going the extra mile to
ensure candidates were the right fit for our business and aligned
to our values. I consider Kate a trusted advisor for future projects.

KARL MARSHALL - PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICER AT BLUEJAY SOLUTIONS
I was placed in my current position thanks to Kate and her team. This was very
professionally managed throughout what was a lengthy recruitment process,
and I was kept informed of progress regularly despite me being in multiple
countries at the time. I would have no hesitation in recommending Kate and her
team to any prospective candidate"
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